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Fabricated Whisper Evidence!
                           , owned by Jack Mitchel, is the star audio forensic sleuth for CAE Lab
                               the P-Con.  When his credentials were examined so many suspicious 
anomalies turned up it took five pages in the book  5.3.2. to expose them all!  DECEPTION
It appears Jack was a clever opportunist who wouldn’t miss a chance to milk Nico for thousands 
to generate reports and graphs to certify whatever Nico wanted.  Nico 
in turn inflated Jack’s credibility by telling us he had $250,000 worth 

of equipment although Jack states:-KGBG p171   “My system costs 
probably between $50,000 and $55,000” -KGBG p171  Nico expects his 
audience to just accept what he says even though  DECEPTION
provide numerous examples of how he hides, distorts, and even 
fabricates evidence that does not exist. The critique on the CAL lab was 
so damaging Nico desperately attempts to discredit it with more deceit. There is no sense in arguing -SPTD 225, 845  

with a pathological liar.  The  show   investigated the company who Jack Mitchel his fake PBS FRONTLINE sold 
credentials and confirmed they had been doing it for many years before they were forced to shut down circa 2012. 

You got the 
                money?

               we’ll 
make the evidence!

CAE
Lab

Jack 
Mitchel This PROVES NO P-Con integrity!

Blatant Falsehood!
#1 “The poison is going down”.

 Nico claims this was: “verified by many audio forensic experts” -SPTD 510 

TKG testified that he said: “The Swelling is going down”
Who Verified what Nico Claims? What their experts really said was:
CAE Jack Mitchel: “the /p/ in poison cannot be exactly located” and
    “As each version presents a more expanded segment, the /poi/ sound
       become more evident.”  should -SHPM 300

-KGBG 180  OWL: “I swear all of its going down” Swear sound a like "Swell" 
J.P French: “It's Going down” (Especially Unclear) -KGBG 176

Explain: How could HDG drink hot milk while laying flat on his back? 
What was the milk “Going Down” while HDG lay flat for 7 minutes? 

#2 “Is the poison in the milk?” What was said 
after Jayapataka Swami asked Srila Prabhupada about the 
plan for better health was: “It's  part of the treatment.”NOT
Three engineers agreed the second word was   “NOT”.
OWL: Unintelligible -KGBG 180

J.P French: “It's  poison” (Unintelligible)NOT  -KGBG 176

JBR Technology: “That's  poison in the milk”NOT -KGBG 184

George Blackwell: "It's  poisoned milk." NOT  -KGBG 64

   Explain: How did the audible , get lost in “Poison”?NOT

#3 “Poisoning for a long time...”
This is buried in 60 seconds of background 
noises and talking. It is so unclear that KGBG 
movie does not play it for listeners!
Explain: Why wasn’t this audio played?
J.P French: Wholly Unintelligible -KGBG 176

Owl: “It's  Poisoning”NOT -KGBG 180

“Three different poisoning whispers have been forensically, scientically VERIFIED by a long list of audio forensic 
           experts in their laboratories.-SPTD 625    Who is Nico referring to? Below is what his so-called experts had to say. 

But this is what the No-Truth-Team did: “Tom Owen ( was given a copy of Someone Has   
  Poisoned Me location of the three different poison whispers,)               a tape transcript,       the ”-KGBG 178

    Ed Primo from  has 35 years Primeauforensics.com
of experience and explains how real professionals work:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsxgNN13kcY&t=5s

  “I tell my clients to NOT give us information about 
the case until we are done with our testing process... 
because bias has to stay out of the lab   Many client
attornies are ready to dump a bunch of information on
us, depositions etc…it's best to keep all unnecessary information out of the lab so our 
bias remains very low so, then if asked under oath… there is nothing to attack us on” 

EDWARD PRIMEAU
AUDIO & VIDEO FORENSIC EXPERT

                                                                                                                           “It is extremely
hard to understand what is being said ”if one has a preconception. -KGBG 91

   This is a dishonest form of persuasion known as “Stacking 
   the Deck.” Prejudicing the audio engineers was no mistake, 
it is done very intentionally because Nico knows: 

&

         In 1998, Nico tried to jump start his P-Con Fraud with a CD full of half-truths, blame
       and slander against those he despises.  A young actor, Geoffrey Giuliano, liked KC but 
          heard about the P-Con rumor.  He met with Nico for clarity, who then offered to pay 
       him to help produce a diatribe against ISKCON.  Mr. Giuliano confirmed Nico's habit
            of bribing others to build his P-Con campaign with false testimonies when he said:

 Geoffrey Giuliano Refuses 
      Nico Kuyt’s Bribery!

    “I was asked point blank…to falsify the taped 'evidence' by editing it in such  
a way that it might seem both more damaging and credible to ISKCON’s rank 
  and file. A few words seamlessly shuffled about here and there and suddenly, one 
       dangling scrap of audio becomes a very different animal.” 

    Nico’s reaction is what to expect from a manic narcissist. When Mr. Giuliano 
       revealed how he had been bribed to speak untruths, Nico dedicated (KGBG 8p + 

          SPTD 9p) 17 pages slandering, insulting, and degrading Mr. Giuliano in an 
     attempt to discredit how he exposed Nico for expecting him to lie for cash.

    The hysteria created by the P-Con 
in 1998 set amateur sleuths off to find
sound clues and some became so 
zealous they even played tapes back-
wards hoping to hear TKG confessing
(Reverse Speech theory & Analysis (SHPM p264-269)  Those caught in 
the hysteria heard clauses like: “No good reason, , 50% is God Damn
your cut”, etc.  There was such a hunt for evidence, 54 suspicious 
sounds were given meanings by the time Someone Has Poisoned Me 
went to print.  Analyzing all these imagined confessions would (1999)

have been prohibitive, so Nico selected the most convincing ones to 
                            send to Jack Mitchel (who had) purchased forged 
                              credentials and was happy to take Nico’s money.

     I had a big part in Ver. 1 of  
the P-Con myth, but I got tossed 
under the bus when the ratings 
 fell.  Looking for evidence in 
   exposed howbackward speech
   contrived the P-Con was.

White
Knight

Poison Antidote 2003
c/o Danavir Goswami 20

QUESTION: How can you trust anything Nico says when he repeatedly distorts what his own hired experts advised and sometimes paid them 
to bend the facts to suit his vengeful agenda?  Why are you so convinced that TKG would openly talk about poisoning HDG in the presence 
of a dozen other disciples knowing that a tape recorder was capturing what he said on tape? How can you ignore Nico’s bias when his first  

         draft of the P-Con charade seriously suggested that if you play TKG lectures BACKWARDS you will here him confess to his crime?

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/real-csi/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsxgNN13kcY&t=5s
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